The everyday
Numerous international exhibitions and biennials have borne witness to the range of contemporary art engaged with the everyday and its antecedents in the work of Surrealists, Situationists, the Fluxus group, and conceptual and feminist artists of the 1960s and 1970s. This art shows a recognition of ordinary dignity or the accidentally miraculous, an engagement with a new kind of anthropology, an immersion in the pleasures of popular culture, or a meditation on what happens when nothing happens. The celebration of the everyday has oppositional and dissident overtones, offering a voice to the silenced and proposing possibilities for change. This collection of writings by artists, theorists, and critics assembles for the first time a comprehensive anthology on the everyday in the world of contemporary art.

The Everyday Visuals — is an alternative indie rock band located in Boston, MA. History The first incarnation of the band began in 1996 under the name Pawn Unction in greater Manchester, NH. Pawn Unction released the cassette only 5 song demo Racing At Night (1996).... ... Wikipedia. Escape from the Everyday — Infobox Album | Name = Escape From the Everyday Type = Album Artist = Serotonin Released = September 3 2002 Recorded = ??? There's no difference in the pronunciation of everyday and every day, however selecting the wrong one when writing will certainly confuse the reader. Everyday is an adjective that means 'commonplace', 'ordinary', or 'normal'. everyday = commonplace, ordinary, normal. The words everyday and every day are easily and commonly confused in English. They look pretty much the same when you write them out on paper—separated by just one tiny space. Plus, when you say them out loud, they sound exactly the same. But even though we skip over their difference in everyday conversation, they do serve different functions within a sentence. What is the Difference Between Everyday and Every Day?